When F comes to nursery he enjoys being outdoors the most.

I use the cone to
scoop up the sand…

“Look at this one circle.”

I tip it out into the
bucket….

“I am making cake.”

and place the cone over
the bucket.

I turn the cone over
and mix the sand inside
the cone….

I make sure my cake is in
the right shape.

When F comes to nursery he enjoys being outdoors the most.

Listening story
Date: 22.4.2015
Since F has been attending Greenfields Children's Centre his most favourite area in the nursery has been the outdoor area.
The weather doesn't matter to him, it could be raining, snowing, windy or freezing cold, F is always smiling and happy to be
outside. Today he was content and concentrating in taking part in this activity outdoors.

Learning: F has learnt the actions from watching his mum cook, as she stands over the cooker and sprinkles her herbs. He
was standing whilst stirring thoroughly and patting the sand. He was using the tools in the sand pit appropriately, for
example, he was using the back of the wooden spoon to smooth the sand out. F had good hand and eye co-ordination and
good physical development whilst filling and empting out the sand into the bucket. F was really concentrating throughout
his sand play.

Next steps: For F to be able to take part in expressive arts activities and develop his imaginative skills further.

Observed by: Neelam Marathe

I like using my hands.

I pat the sand using the
pressure of both my
hands.

I am enjoying smoothing
out the sand.

Smoothing out the sand
makes me feel relaxed.

I have decided to stir the
cake.

I finished off my cake by
making vertical lines
and........................

I have good control when
sprinkling the sand on to my
cake.

Thaanah!!!!

